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CS5
TOURING

Premium Limited Warranty
W Rated - 80,000 km
Treadwear Protection
V/H Rated - 96,000 km
Treadwear Protection
M+S Rated

The CS5 Ultra Touring provides real-life performance, in real-life conditions
for everyday drivers. The CS5 is crafted with leading technology and innovations that meets the needs of today's customer.

CS5
GRAND TOURING

Premium Limited Warranty
130,000 km Treadwear Protection
M+S Rated

The CS5 Grand Touring has innovative technologies and is engineered for reallife performance on real-life roads. The CS5 Grand Touring provides long lasting ride comfort in a wide range of sizes to fit most modern passenger vehicles
and SUVs.

CS3
TOURING

Standard Limited Warranty
V/H-Rated - 80,000 km Treadwear Protection
T-Rated - 105,000 km Treadwear Protection
M+S Rated

The CS3 Touring is a recent addition to Cooper's proven touring passenger tire
line. This tire has specifically formulated tread compound which features new
state-of-the-art STABILEDGE™ technology for dry traction and 3D MicroGauge Siping. The CS3 Touring provides all-season performance with premium
features without the premium price.

ZEON
RS3-S

Premium Limited Warranty
32,000 km Treadwear Protection

The RS3-S is the latest ultra high performance summer tire within the Cooper
performance family. Its low-profile, high performance rating combines
world-class dry road traction, handling and cornering with outstanding
appearance. The tread compounds are specifically formulated to combine dry
and wet traction with crisp handling and high speed capabilities.

ZEON
RS3-A

Premium Limited Warranty
64,000 km Treadwear Protection
M+S Rated

The RS3-A is an ultra high performance all-season tire within the Cooper performance family. This all-season performance tire provides the driver with a
dynamic handling tire that inspires confidence and control in all seasons.

TRENDSETTER
SE

Standard Limited Warranty
64,000 km Treadwear Protection
M+S Rated

The Trendsetter SE is Cooper's entry level all-season tire line targeted to the
value-oriented consumer. The affordably priced Trendsetter SE is available in
sizes that fit a wide range of older to later model automobiles.

ZEON
RS3-S

Premium Limited Warranty
32,000 km Treadwear Protection

The RS3-S is the latest ultra high performance summer tire within the Cooper
performance family. Its low-profile, high performance rating combines
world-class dry road traction, handling and cornering with outstanding
appearance. The tread compounds are specifically formulated to combine dry
and wet traction with crisp handling and high speed capabilities.

ZEON
RS3-A

Premium Limited Warranty
64,000 km Treadwear Protection
M+S Rated

The RS3-A is an ultra high performance all-season tire within the Cooper performance family. This all-season performance tire provides the driver with a
dynamic handling tire that inspires confidence and control in all seasons.

COBRA
RADIAL GT

Standard Limited Warranty
80,000 km Treadwear Protection
M+S Rated

The Cobra Radial G/T is Cooper’s all-season cosmetic performance tire that is
targeted to buyers who prefer raised white-letter styling in an all-season tire.
Available in a wide range of standard and low profile sizes, the Cobra G/T is
especially popular with drivers of older domestic “muscle cars” who still want
to retain the characteristic “look” of their vehicles.

Hercules ROADTOUR 855 SPE
The Hercules® Roadtour® 855 SPE delivers outstanding value, all-season traction, crisp handling and a quiet
ride.

Hercules ULTRA TOUR LE
The Hercules Ultra Tour LE - confident motoring.
Our flagship touring all-season offering, born from years of development and engineering to provide outstanding
drivability, all-condition traction, impressive responsiveness and long, even treadwear.

The Hercules Roadtour655- the intelligent choice.
With 30 sizes ranging from 14"-17" and speed ratings of V, H and T, the affordable Roadtour655 has all the
bases covered. The computer designed touring tread design emphasizes the most desirable tire characteristics
of today: low rolling resistance tread compounding, noise and vibration suppression, all-season traction, enhanced handling qualities and longevity.

The Hercules Tour 4.0 plus - style and performance for all.
Welcome to the stylish Tour 4.0 plus, a versatile, all-season tire designed to take on anything Mother Nature
might put forth. The sleek asymmetric tread combines large, solid outer shoulder blocks and two wide channels for stable handling while the inner tread design incorporates deep water channels and extra siping for
excellent traction in inclement weather conditions.

The Hercules MRX Plus IV - proven all-season performer.
With its simple yet effective 5-rib tread design, the MRX Plus IV provides five full rows of staggered biting blocks engineered to ensure flexibility and afford excellent traction. The variable pitch design helps to
keep the ride smooth and minimize vibrations before they reach the interior of your vehicle. Available in a
traditional white sidewall design in select sizes. An affordable, all-season tire that will impress with its

The Hercules MRX Plus V - an evolution of design.
The newly designed symmetric tread of the MRX Plus V incorporates cross-flowing sipes in its handsome 5rib design to enhance road contact under all-season conditions, ensuring ultimate grip. The attractive sidewall treatment lends an original equipment appearance to your vehicle.

IRONMAN RB12
The Ironman RB-12 delivers 365 days a year. And with 21 sizes, this all-season touring tire accommodates
a wide scope of popular vehicles. And that's just for starters.

IRONMAN TOURING PRO
All-season tread design delivers dependable traction performance.
Radial ply construction provides ride comfort and improves handling.
Vintage appeal blends with updated design for a modern classic.
Complete offering available in whitewall 70/75 series.
M+S Rated.

ASSURANCE ALL-SEASON

ASSURANCE COMFORTRED

A practical tire for confident
all-season
traction in wet, dry and snowy
conditions with long lasting
treadwear.

Our best tire for a smooth ride
with refined handling plus
confident traction in changing
weather conditions.

ASSURANCE COMFORTRED

ASSURANCE FUEL MAX

A smooth and comfortable all-season
tire that features an enhanced
compound that helps provide long
tread life and on average, 20% more
cushion than standard passenger
tires.

Our best tire for enhanced fuel
savings plus confident traction in
changing weather conditions.

ASSURANCE TRIPLE TRED

ASSURANCE TRIPLE TRED AS

Three unique tread zones for all
weather conditions - rain, ice, or dry.

Our best all-season tire for confident
traction in changing weather conditions (wet, dry & snow) and offers
ultra wet traction.

ASSURANCE CS FUELMAX
Our best tire for enhanced fuel savings plus confident traction in changing weather conditions.

EAGLE GT 2
Classic styling and all-season
traction.

ASSURANCE CS TRIPLE TRED AS
Our best all-season tire for confident
traction in changing weather conditions (wet, dry & snow) and offers
ultra wet traction.

EAGLE F1 AS C
Ultra high-performance all-season
tire for specialty and Original Equipment applications

EAGLE F1 ASYMMETRIC AS

EAGLE GT

Our best tire for ultra high performance driving with superior responsiveness and expert handling in
all-seasons- dry, wet & snow.

A sport performance tire with
responsive handling and confident
traction in all weather conditions.

EAGLE LS

EAGLE LS-2

A quality performance tire for a
smooth, quiet ride and confident
cornering in any season.

A quality performance tire for a
smooth, quiet ride and confident
cornering in any season.

EAGLE LS-2 ROF

EAGLE RS A

All-season traction and a smooth,
quiet ride.

A quality performance tire for allseason traction in dry, wet & snowy
conditions.

EAGLE RS A EMT
All-season, high-performance
traction

EAGLE SPORT AS
A powerful sport performance tire
with enhanced responsive handling
and strong grip in all weather
conditions.

EAGLE RS A 2
All-Season, High-Performance
Traction

FIERCE INSTICT ZR
An ultra-high performance tire with a
street-smart appearance.

CHAMPIRO TOURING AS

CHAMPIRO 228

MAXTOUR

MAXTOUR AS

